Frontiers
with Peter Evans

(Football European cup commentary plays with equaliser being scored in extra time)

Peter Evans : Extra time,reprieve,another chance to scoop the prize.As it happens Paris July wasn't the only European venue where a last minute stroke of fortune put the game into extra time. Down south just outside Geneva,a huge group of scientists, physicists,probing structure and forces of nature held on at the eleventh hour to earn what amounted to a stay of execution.

[LEP scientist comments]

The stakes were high,not a sporting trophy,but a prize particle called the "Higgs boson" [Ref: Video : L5 : RI Lecture; www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/zoo.html] .

[LEP scientist comments]

"I've never seen the auditorium so packed,there is so many faces,so much enthusiasm,it was really incredible.
I remember looking at the mass plots showing the excess in the mass region." 
[LEP scientist comments]
"Saying this is really starting to look like exciting new evidence and then looking into the eyes of the people in the audience and seeing that they see it as well,that was incredible"

Peter Evans : Few scientific meetings have the excitement verging on euphoria of the assembly that took place early in September of this year at Europe's nuclear research centre CERN. Not for 20 years have CERN researchers give us such dramatic news.It wasn't a discovery but a strong hint that they may have found evidence for a fundamental constituent of matter,so important that it's been called "The God particle" no less.

[It doesn't mean anyone thinks God exists - it's a metaphor -LB]

What added an extra edge to the proceedings was the fact that the CERN accelerator LEP,had practically neared the planned end of its working life,it was on the point of closure,to make way for a bigger and better machine.
 The hint of a Higgs particle forced it's research board to give the LEP team a little more time to try to verify its data. To turn a suggestion perhaps into a discovery. This was "extra time" for the physicists. In the few intensive weeks since then,things have moved on apace. Tomorrow the CERN machine closes for its annual shutdown,will it ever open again to go on to clinch the matter? And does it matter anyway?
After all physicists are always coming up with new kinds of particles,not content with just protons and neutrons,in the atomic nuclei with electrons swirling around them,they probed deeper to find quarks,discontented with just knowing about electricity and magnetism, they persisted in finding the particles that seemed to unify them in what's called "The Standard Model" of basic matter. Why worry about one more, the Higgs boson?
David Miller is a member of CERN's research council.

David Miller : Knowing whether there is a single particle called the Higgs boson is the biggest single question in physics.

Leon Ledermann : I think the Higgs particle is in some sense the number one problem in particle physics.

Peter Evans : Leon Ledermann former director of Fermilab,America's CERN equivalent,and the man who coined the phrase "the God particle".

Leon Ledermann :  What the Higgs does is it offers us the possibility of a deep simplicity to our complex picture,we now have a Standard Model,it has six quarks and six leptons and there's an organisation chart somewhat analogous to the periodic table of chemists [ see www.chemicalelements.com] and this chart has these basic particles. There's a consensus among particle physicists that the quarks and the leptons do not have any substructure.

[See www.newscientist.com/nl/1014/double.html Humphrey Maris suggests the wave function of an electron can be split -LB]

One would be tempted to think molecules are made of atoms,and atoms are made of nuclei and electrons,and nuclei are made of protons and neutrons,protons and neutrons are made of the quarks,and so what are quarks made of?
 The consensus is that the quarks are points,they are not made of anything,and it's the Higgs particle that makes it look complicated.

Nicos Constantanidis : I think that the Higgs is much more fundamental than all the little components of the Standard Model.

Peter Evans : Nicos Constantanidis from CERN,the experimenter who first spotted an event suggesting the existence of the Higgs particle.

Nicos Constantanidis : I think it's the missing piece that would put everything together.At the moment you have all the little details which seem to be okay,but there is a major problem with the theory,that you cannot explain it without the existence of the Higgs boson. So it would really put everything together.

Leon Ledermann : It's as if we're looking at Nature through a field,a field which we call the Higgs field,and the field makes things complicated,by the influence of this field particles acquire mass,and different particles acquire different amounts of mass and we get this complicated picture. So if we could blow the Higgs field away,or understand the Higgs field,we would be able to reveal the simplicity behind the present complicated model we have which is the best summary of all of the data.

Peter Evans : So the Higgs particle matters,because it's what endows all other particles and therefore the whole material world in which we live with the property we call mass,weight if you like.It's hard to think of any more basic mechanism than that,isn't it?
The particle and it's associated field was first suggested by the British theoretician Peter Higgs,who proposed that it acts on other particles to pass on mass rather like an electric field exerts an electric charge,the stronger the force it exerts,the more mass it hands on.

[Vangelis "Chariots of Fire" plays]

John Ellis : The Higgs field acts a little bit like mud.

[That doesn't mean it is mud,and that people were made from it.It's an analogy -LB]

Peter Evans :  Theoretician John Ellis at CERN in athletic mood.

John Ellis :  Imagine that you're a runner,and you're running along a good track so you go pretty fast,perhaps a little bit like a particle which doesn't know about the Higgs field,which travels at the speed of light. Now suppose that you run through a patch of mud then some mud sticks to your running shoes and depending on how much mud sticks to your shoes you may get slowed down by greater or lesser amount.

[Perhaps it is this mechanism that facilitates the slowing of light in the Albrecht theory providing the auto tuning of the cosmological constants? Maybe the Higgs field hasn't been constant -LB]

That would correspond to an elementary particle,acquiring a mass if it's massive it can no longer travel at the speed of light,it must travel slower than the speed of light.
[Or if it was a photon - it must travel slower? -LB]
How much slower depends on how much mass it has,the more mass it has then the slower it travels.
So in some sense then,you might say that the different masses of the different masses of the different particles are because they have different sizes of running shoes.

[Note that John is talking in analogies in order to communicate this to the public,because if he showed them what he writes on a blackboard it would be a complete mystery to most people,but the analogy is not very clear,the maths makes it as clear as it can be,but has to be understood in its own terms-LB]

Peter Evans : So that's the field. What's the boson,what's the particle in this scenario?

John Ellis :  Well I guess you would compare the Higgs boson itself to gobs of mud.

Peter Evans :  The key question is "Have CERN scientists detected one or more of those gobs of Higgs mud in the LEP accelerator?". It's a massive machine,housed in futuristic surroundings under the Geneva countryside.
The main structure is basically a 27 kilometre circular tunnel,down the centre of which runs a beam line. Electrons are fired one way around the loop and their antimatter [see mworld.html@nbci doc33] equivalent - positrons,around the other. Over 5000 magnets steer and focus the beams,travelling at the speed of light their paths cross 11000 times a second and in the debris of their collisions,new particles are created,the more energy you put in,the more interesting those particles become.
Now you need to be able to observe what's going on with huge detection instruments. The first candidate Higgs was spotted at one of the four detectors - Aleph. [see zoo3.html@Geocities] 
So next stop - basement.

Well I'm now in a lift and I'm descending 140 metres under the Geneva countryside down to the accelerator,specifically to the Aleph detector,with me is Alison Wright.Alison tell me about Aleph and the detector.

Alison Wright : It's huge,you'll see when we get down there,it'll take us about a minute to get down 140 metres to where our detector sits. It's about the size of a 3-4 storey house,and it's been sitting there for the past 11 years collecting data.

Peter Evans : Well I mean we're going to see it in detail in a moment,but when you're trying to detect what's going on in the collisions of these particles,what's the general principle of detection?

Alison Wright : When the particles collide in the centre of our detector,it releases and awful lot of energy which then emerges from this collision point as other particles,so that's what we're trying to catch,there are hundreds of other particles thrown out from this collision.

Peter Evans : Well here we are down.

Alison Wright :  Yeah,yep.

Peter Evans :  There's radiation,it's a controlled area,I've got a ...right we're through.
This is absolutely enormous! Well nothing prepares you for this,does it really? The scale of engineering I think is actually breathtaking,we're in what looks like a huge hall,actually it looks like the sort of size of an aircraft hangar.

Alison Wright :  But I don't know if you can see the Aleph detector actually just tucked behind the barracks there.

Peter Evans :  So there's Aleph.

Alison Wright :   It's actually pretty huge.

Peter Evans :  It's really huge,and the tunnel itself,I mean goes on another storey or so..

Alison Wright :  And the tunnel.....yeah.

Peter Evans :  ...so that gives some idea of the scale of it.

Alison Wright :  That's right,and the beam itself will be coming in from the left and the right and colliding right in the centre of our detector,behind there,and directly in front of you,what you can see is the electronics barracks,there are millions of cables coming out of that detector bearing all the signals,the particles are thrown out from the collision,we have some very sensitive detectors to catch them,see which way they are going,how fast they're travelling,what types of particles they are,even.
All that information is coming out on thousands of cables,and into these barracks you can see in front of you,where we've got an awful lot of computing power to process that information,pull out the bits that are interesting to us,and then it's all pumped up to the surface to be stored on computer tapes.

Peter Evans :   And it was when pouring over the computer tapes of one particular event,that Nicos Constantinidis saw something that set the whole bandwagon rolling.

Nicos Constantinidis : This event happened some time in the middle of June,and a few days later I was looking at these numbers,and immediately I noticed that mmm,this event looks quite interesting.
So then I ...then you go to the next stage,which is to scrutinise this event in every detail by looking at an event display and just trying to understand all the details of it.

Peter Evans :   I mean how long does it take before something looks real and possible?

Nicos Constantinidis :  It's something that grows really,the first numbers that you see before starting to inspect the event,that's very fast,you just have a look and you say "Mmm,that's interesting",then you start looking at all the other details that maybe have not been really used in the analysis of this particular event,but you can see by inspection.
This can take anything from another few minutes up to hours,you know,it's more like thinking of what interesting things maybe there to look at,and then checking them out.

Peter Evans :  So how long did it take before you actually got on the phone or walked next door to talk to a colleague?

Nicos Constantinidis : Five minutes! (laughter) That was fast,go next door,to a colleague yes.

Peter Evans :  And when you say you look at the numbers and you sort of...they look quite right,I mean is it almost a kind of intuitive thing,you get a sort of feel for it,it feels right,it smells right?

Nicos Constantinidis :  There is a little bit of intuition,and I think that's the only thing that the sort of makes me happy in all these stories,that this particular event,it took something like 2-3 weeks for everybody else to start appreciating it in my collaboration. In fact we had a meeting and we sort of,we compared the compatibility between our data and our background expectations and only then sort of this event was tracking out,and people started wondering "Mmm,that must be an interesting event",and then I was there with a few event displays and I just walked up in the meeting room and explained all the details that I had found about this event,and that really was what started all this excitement.

Peter Evans :   Soon after the first event,suggesting the existence of the Higgs boson, another two occurred at the Aleph detector,then as LEP went into extra time,the detector called Delphi [My namesake! -LB] came up with yet another.
Chris Tulley another Higgs hunter in the LEP team.

Chris Tulley : It's an event they took in August,during the high energy running and you know it's a difficult business to be able to identify with accuracy what you're seeing is something new or not,and what they discovered was that they could increase significantly their ability to separate something that looked exactly like what we were looking for - the Higgs signal versus something that's a background process,and by reanalysing they were able to find one of their events was in fact very much like the Higgs process.

Peter Evans :   So Chris the total is now then...?

Chris Tulley : Four significant candidates. They all give a very consistent signature for having a Higgs with a mass of 115 times the mass of the proton.

Peter Evans :   And that's both the key to finding a Higgs particle and a problem for the LEP team.The mass of the proton is a kind of yardstick used by physicists to classify elementary particles,a mass of 115 times that of the proton is roughly  what everyone expected - so far so good.
But this mass also brings us up against inherent limitations of the LEP machine. It's right at the edge of it's capabilities. To come nearer Higgs mass means working the sophisticated engineering to it's limits. I visited the NASA-like control room,just after the announcement could carry on running a bit longer than originally planned to find a bleary-eyed Mike Lamont with an operational problem on his hands.

Mike Lamont : Excuse my dishevelled appearance but it's four o'clock!

Peter Evans :  So Mike the patient's got a problem.What seems to be the problem?

Mike Lamont :  Well we can't get a circulating beam,so normally okay we're taking a beam, from the SBS...

Peter Evans :  Which is the small sort of feeder beam?

Mike Lamont :  ...yeah, so we take that beam and we accumulate current into LEP.

Peter Evans :  Into LEP,right.

Mike Lamont : So at the moment we can't even get the beam to circulate in LEP,and we don't understand what's going on at the moment,so it's ....

Peter Evans : Right. So it is a matter of diagnosis. Lots of kind of anxious faces around,lots of lack of activity at the screen.

Mike Lamont :  Well that's...we just had a meeting...a sort of crisis meeting to sort of discuss what we should do now.

Peter Evans : Right.

Mike Lamont :   We've got beam position monitors around the ring so we can see the beams performing about I don't know about 20 turns  before it's being lost,and we can actually see the position of the beam as it goes around the ring and track where it's being lost,so we got to try and establish whether or not there's a physical obstacle in the ring,which is causing the beam loss,or whether some beam dynamics problem - whether one of the magnetic elements is not behaving itself properly,and causing the loss.

Peter Evans : I see. I mean what do you mean by an obstruction? D'you mean...?

Mike Lamont :   For example,I mean one thing we're worried about is the RF system,this is a superconducting system,so you've got copper cavity coated with an niobium film which is a superconducting layer,and we're pushing the system to its absolute limit,and last year we actually found some of this niobium-copper had peeled off,so you could imagine that you know you had a leaf of this sort of sticking out into the beam,it could cause some problems.

[So the excuse was "leaves on the tracks"? -LB]

Peter Evans :  Oh really? Right. I mean as they track it round they should actually detect something as big as that?

Mike Lamont :  Well they can...what we can do is try and localise where the loss is and then start worrying.

Peter Evans : How long d'you think it will take? I mean a week? This is the question.

Mike Lamont :   (laughs) This is the...this could be...I mean you've actually caught us...this is ... I mean yesterday was a bad day,we had a couple of superconducting magnets quench,we had had a 3,3 kilovolt drop which had a knock-on effect to the cryogenic system and so on and so forth. So it wasn't a very productive day yesterday.

Peter Evans :  So that's bad then.Mmmm.

Mike Lamont : Those problems we know what...you know we know how to fix them,we get things rolling.But this one could be a deep hole,because if we have got a physical obstacle,it's very hard to track down. If it is then we have to open the ring and go in and sort of pull the thing out,which is...we have to break the vacuum,and...

Peter Evans :  Really? So if you break the vacuum,how long does that take to...?

Mike Lamont :  That takes...well it doesn't take long to break the vacuum,but to pump back down takes about 24 hours or so,so it's ....[noise in background] okay there you can hear actually that's the beam,sort of the pick up in the RF system...

Peter Evans :  Right.

Mike Lamont :  ...we can actually listen to the beam sort of circulating there....

Peter Evans :  Right.

Mike Lamont :  ...which is a good sign,there's that crackle,is the kind of signal coming back from the RF system.

Peter Evans :  Right.Just...

Mike Lamont :  Just... [Researchers talk]...

Peter Evans :  He's just telling you you've got the..

Mike Lamont : ...what was that guys? Two? Well how much?

Peter Evans :   The RF system that Mike Lamont talks about is a set of radio frequency cavities along the beam line,that kick in huge amounts of energy to whizz the particles up to the desired velocities.
As fast as the RF cavities inject energy the beams moving near the speed of light suck it out again.The trick is to acquire maximum energy without crashing the accelerator. It reminded me a bit of Captain Kirk urging on his engineer Scotty,to give his spacecraft more power,a thought that rang a bell with LEP's head of operations,Steve Myers.

Steve Myers : You're trying to beat the world speed record,and you've a certain speed to beat and you have to do it over a certain distance,and you get up to 400 miles per hour [Imperial arrrrggh! -LB] or 600 miles an hour and the engine gives you a problem and the speed goes down - you haven't done the full distance. For us what we do is we push the RF up,and when it starts tripping,we step back a little bit so that it's up at the maximum and still stays on,because like everything else these thing are very very high power,very high technology,and there are all sorts of things going on like sparking you know sparking inside the wave guides.the beam has an influence on the cavities etc,and we're always pushing at the absolute all out limit,and it's like as you say "Scotty can't give it any more" I mean it's just exactly like that.

Peter Evans :   So you can see the picture, here is a particle accelerator being pushed to its limits in order to try to clinch the discovery of the God particle,the whole complex contraption is creaking,but the prize is too big to ease off the gas.
 To add to the tension CERN's rivals at Fermilab in Chicago,are just revving up their newly refurbished proton -antiproton collider which if LEP is shut down never to reopen,will have  clear run at finding incontrovertible proof of the Higgs.

"This is the main control room,alright thank you. Bye. They are going to try to go for collisions guys"
"When?"
"In about 2 or 3 minutes"
"Whoa!"

Peter Evans :   Excitement and anticipation at Fermilab and with good reason,the race is still open according to Fermilab's Franco Badeski.

Franco Badeski : Our LEP colleagues have made a very clear statement of what they have observed. They clearly observe some events that look Higgs-like.For instance if you look at an event in a display or look at the main features of the energy flow in the detector for the various objects that they observe,they have also quantified very honestly,and very accurately what is as a probability,that this events arise from a fluctuation of conventional backgrounds.
This probability at the moment is still fairly high,and they know that,that's why they have asked for an extension. So I think that is very interesting,if it is Higgs it's very good,but the probability that this is a background fluctuation is still fairly high.So I just... we just hold our judgement until we see what happens with more later.
Of course,to some extent it's good news what they have observed as Higgs at this mass,because this mass is very low,and that means that in our extended run,we'll be able to study the Higgs pretty well. While it's not obvious that CERN will be able to keep running after November,because you know that the penalties for the  LHC  construction would be very high.So that could be good news for us,if anything we miss the pride of being the first,but then we'd be in a region of mass where we could do a good job in studying the Higgs,before  LHC  turns on.

"2079 pick up the phone,they think they're colliding close to us."
"Please? Okay bye."
"We're initialising..."
"We think they're colliding A13 and P1"

Peter Evans : But why is there still debate over whether CERN researchers have or haven't discovered a Higgs particle.Have we've heard they have four good,indeed golden candidate events,isn't that enough?
Well the problem, is that you can never see the Higgs directly. [Eyes aren't good enough -LB]
It dies a trillionth of a second after it's born,leaving behind a flash of other particles that could have come from some other source. It's all a matter of deduction,and says Alison Wright,it all relies on statistics.

Alison Wright : It's a bit like if you imagine tossing a coin [See "Coin of Tyche" members.nbci.com/Templarser/mathex4.html ] . If you toss a coin 5 times and 5 times you got heads,and you might think you're onto something,you might thing this is a new interesting effect that you always get heads when you toss a coin. Now in fact if you toss that coin 500 times or 5000 times,you'd soon realise that there was no effect at all,you'd get half heads,half tails. So that's kind of the stage we're at, at the moment,it's like we've tossed the coin 5 times,we might have something,and with more data,we might see it go away , or we might see it reinforced and know that we're actually looking at some new physics.

Peter Evans : I mean d'you know how many times you need to toss the accelerator coin as it were? How many more events,how much more data?
[See also chess.html@nbci "The mutilated chessboard" -LB]

Alison Wright : Well ideally to have a scientifically rigorous result that stands up,we'd like to run through all of next year.

Peter Evans :   And that's where the race to find the Higgs really turns into a cliffhanger. There's only a week or so left before the CERN overlords decide whether to stick with LEP for another year or to shut up shop until they open their new super-duper LHC machine [Large Hadron Collider -LB] in 2007.
 By which time the Chicago team will have almost certainly tossed the coin enough times to claim the discovery.To make things worse reanalysis of the 4 promising candidates seems to make them less sound than they did a few weeks ago. The golden candidates might be a bit tarnished,says Nicos Constantinidis.

Nicos Constantinidis : Well,I mean the events that we saw were spectacular so we had no doubt about how good they were but then you cannot exclude the possibility that this was a background,it's not a background free search. You get a little bit upset with your luck,because you had to be very unlucky for these events to come and give all this excitement ending up being just fluctuation.But these things happen and even in my not very long career in particle physics I've seen...I had similar occasions of fluctuations that have gone away,so you know you just sit there and wait that's all you can do,making sure that you do your best,and then wait for the data.

Peter Evans : But then, another twist. Just when confidence in the 4 promising events seemed to be waning,just when researchers were almost resigning themselves to the plug being pulled on LEP,a fifth observation popped up just a few days ago,from the largest of the detectors called L3,Chris Tulley again.

Chris Tulley : So L3 recorded a new candidate. The candidate was recorded 16th October at about 10 o'clock at night. It has a  very high mass,it has 114.4,it looks very consistent,which in the region we were supposed to look for,it looks very much like the Higgs candidate.
In fact for it to be a background process,the background process basically has to be standing on its toes,it's very unlikely,and in fact it's 3 times more likely for it to be a Higgs candidate than to be a background candidate.

Peter Evans :  And the lucky individual to spot this new challenger just before the lights went out on LEP is graduate student Ross Babecko.

Ross Babecko : It was about midnight last Wednesday and I was just processing data from the last couple of weeks,just the last push before this upcoming meeting,and I was hoping to just get it done,go home,relax call my girlfriend,and so after I was finished processing it I took a look through and there was this event. There's a number that's computed that tells you how signal-like an event is,it's a number that varies between 0 and 1,1 being the most signal-like and this number was .99995,which is very high! But I sat on it for a couple of hours and thought about it,just to make sure that I hadn't done something wrong,and then before leaving at about 4 in the morning,I sent an Email to Chris Tulley telling him "Hey why don't you check out this event,and see if there's something there."

Chris Tulley :  It looks extremely convincing and it...we're fairly sure that the research board, the CERN council and the director general will go forward for a running next year,yes it's a great time for CERN and it's a great time for knowing a new discovery's there.

Peter Evans : So it's decision time all over again. In a week's time CERN gets to the point of no return. If the governing board believes that the combined claims of 5 possible sightings of the Higgs are compelling,they'll go for broke and keep on running to try to confirm the discovery. You can almost hear the sound of thousands of researchers fingernails being bitten whilst everyone waits.
Among the tense scene are the heroic operations staff under Steve Myers who've managed the extraordinary feat of moving up to formula one class,in a vehicle designed for a slightly more sedate pace.

Steve Myers  : For us in the control room,to find the Higgs is really the holy grail of physics. If there's a chance of that,everyone is incredibly motivated and chomping on the bit to do it. I mean there's no question of people being fed up,because to be part of a Higgs discovery would be fantastic for everybody in the control room.

Peter Evans :  The control room will be happy,so too will David Miller,who worries that European science may fail to score that golden goal in extra time.

David Miller : We would not sleep nights for the rest of our lives,if we let this machine be turned off and then it turned out that we had seen the signal. We don't want to do that!
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